The process of synthesizing a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in a Petri net (PN) 4, 3] where each transition can be prevented from ring by an external agent, can be computationally burdensome in general 7]. In this paper we consider PNs that have a directed cut-place, or, a cut-transition. A place (transition) in a connected PN is said to be a cut-place (cut-transition) if its removal will result in two disconnected, component-PNs. A cut-place is said to be a directed cut-place, if, in the original PN all arcs into this cut-place emanate from transitions in only one of the two disconnected, component-PNs. We show there is a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in the original PN if and only if similar policies exist for two PNs derived from the disconnected components obtained after the removal of the directed cut-place (cut-transition). The utility of this observation in alleviating the computational burden of policy synthesis is illustrated via example.
Introduction
Petri nets (PNs) 4, 3] are a popular modeling paradigm for a wide class of discrete event dynamic systems (DEDS). Typically, transitions in a PN represent events, while the token loads of the places indicate the various logical, or, symbolic conditions in the DEDS. We seek DEDS with the property that from any reachable state, every event must be executable, although not necessarily immediately. This property is referred to as liveness.
In a live PN, from every reachable marking it should be possible to re any transition, although not necessarily immediately. References 7, 8, 9] concern the existence and synthesis of supervisory This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant number policies that enforce liveness in PNs that are not live. In this paper it is assumed that each transition in the PN can be prevented from ring by an external agent, the supervisor. In the general case, the synthesis of supervisory policies that enforce liveness in an arbitrary PN can be computationally burdensome 7] . In this paper we present procedures of alleviating this computational burden when the plant PN has a directed cut-place, or, a cut-transition. A place (transition) in a connected PN is said to be a cut-place (cut-transition) if its removal results in two disconnected, component-PNs. A cut-place is said to be a directed cut-place if all directed arcs into this cut-place emanate from transitions that belong to only of the above mentioned component-PNs. It is shown that there is a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in the original plant PN, if and only if similar policies exist for two PNs derived from the component-PNs mentioned earlier. The utility of this observation in reducing the computational burden of synthesis of supervisory policies is illustrated via an example. Directed cut-places are frequently encountered in PN models of the ow of objects/entities in producer-consumer systems (cf. section 1.6, 1]) and systems that use binary semaphores (cf. chapter 4, 1] ). PN models of product-systems shared-events (cf. section X, 5]) typically contain cut-transitions. The next section presents the appropriate notational preliminaries.
Notational Preliminaries and Review of Prior Work
A PN N = ( ; T; ; m 0 ) is an ordered 4-tuple, where = fp 1 ; p 2 ; : : :; p n g is a set of n places, T = ft 1 ; t 2 ; : : :; t m g is a set of m transitions, ( T) (T ) is a set of arcs, m 0 : ! N is the initial-marking function (or the initial-marking), and N is the set of nonnegative integers. The marking of a PN, m : ! N, identi es the number of tokens in each place. A PN N is said to be connected if for any two members x; y 2 T, there is either a path from x to y, or, from y to x. Without loss in generality, in this paper we consider connected PNs only. For a given marking m a transition t 2 T is said to be enabled if 8p 2 ( t) N , m(p) 1, where ( x) N := fy j (y; x) 2 g. For a given marking m the set of enabled transitions is denoted by the symbol T e (N; m). If 1 is a subset of places, then m j 1 denotes the projection of the marking m to places in 1 . That is, 8p 2 1 ; m j 1 (p) = m(p). An enabled transition t 2 T e (N; m) can re, which changes the marking m 1 to m 2 according to the equation m 2 (p) = m 1 (p) ? card((p ) N \ ftg) + card(( p) N \ ftg); (1) where the symbol card( ) is used to denote the cardinality of the set argument, and (x ) N := fy j (x; y) 2 g. The set of input (output) places in the PN N to a subset of transitions T 1 T is denoted by the symbol ( T 1 ) N ((T 1 ) N ). A string of transitions = t j 1 t j 2 t j k , where t j i 2 T (i 2 f1; 2; : : :; kg) is said to be a valid ring string at the marking m, if, (i) the transition t j 1 is enabled at the marking m, and (ii) for i 2 f1, 2, : : :, k ? 1g the ring of the transition t j i produces a marking at which the transition t j i+1 is enabled.
Given an initial-marking m 0 the set of reachable markings for m 0 denoted by <(N, m 0 ), is the set of markings generated by all valid ring strings at the initial-marking m 0 in the PN N. At a marking m 1 , if the ring of a valid ring string results in a marking m 2 , we represent it as m 1 ! ! m 2 . A transition t 2 T is live if 8m 1 2 <(N; m 0 ); 9 a m 2 2 <(N; m 1 ) such that t 2 T e (N; m 2 ): The PN N is live if every transition t 2 T is live.
For any ring string 2 T , we use the symbol j j to denote the length of the string . If T 1 T is a subset of transitions, then j T 1 2 T 1 denotes the projection of the string to the alphabet T 1 . That is, j T 1 is the string of transitions in T 1 obtained from by erasing all transitions that are not in T 1 while retaining the transition order in the rest of the string. For a given CCPN and supervisory policy P, a string of transitions = t j 1 t j 2 t j k , where t j i 2 T (i 2 f1, 2, : : :, kg) is said to be a valid ring string under supervision at the marking m 1 , if, (i) the transition t j 1 is state-enabled at the marking m 1 , P(m 1 ; t j 1 ) = 1, and (ii) for i 2 f1, 2, : : :, k ? 1g the ring of the transition t j i produces a marking m i at which the transition t j i+1 is state-enabled and P(m i ; t j i+1 ) = 1.
For a given supervisory policy P, the set of reachable markings under supervision for a CCPN M with initial-marking m 0 , denoted by <(M, m 0 , P), is the set of markings generated by all valid ring strings under supervision at the marking m 0 in the CCPN M. For the CCPN M, a transition t j i 2 T is live under P if 8m 1 2 <(M; m 0 ; P); 9 a m 2 2 <(M; m 1 ; P) such that t j i 2 T e (N; m 2 ) and P(m 2 ; t j i ) = 1: A supervisory policy P enforces liveness in a CCPN M if all transitions in M are live under P.
The following theorem from references 7] characterizes supervisory policies that enforce liveness in an arbitrary PN where every transition can be prevented from ring by the supervisor. Testing the requirement of theorem 2.1 involves testing the non-emptiness of a real-valued feasible region de ned by linear inequalities. This procedure has a time complexity that is polynomially related to the number of variables, which is equal to the number of vertices in the coverability graph (cf. section 5.1, 3]; section 4.2.1, 4]) of the underlying PN of the CCPN. However, the number of vertices in the coverability graph of a PN can be exponentially related to its size. Reference 9] concerns the application of the stepwise re nement/abstraction procedure of Suzuki and Murata 10] to alleviate the computational burden involved the synthesis of a supervisory policy that enforces liveness. Supervisory policies that enforce liveness in completely controlled PNs whose underlying PN is a Free-Choice Petri net (FCPN) (cf. section 7. Proof: This observation is established via an induction argument over j j, the length of the string . The base case is easily established by letting equal the null string, . As the induction hypothesis let us assume the statement of the observation is true of any , such that j j n, for some n 2 N. We now state and prove one of the two main results of the paper. ( 2 ) ( 2 ( 2 )). Additionally, from the fact that m 2 m 1 we infer m 2 j 1 m 1 j 1 and m 2 j 2 m 1 j 2 . From theorem 2.1 we conclude there are supervisory policies that enforce liveness in the CCPNs M 1 and M 2 .
(If) Let P 1 and P 2 be supervisory policies that enforce liveness in the CCPNs M 1 and M 2 respectively. We construct a supervisory policy P for the CCPN M as follows P(m; t) = Assuming the above statement to be true of any 1 n for some n 2 N, the induction step can be established by noting that 8t 2 T 1 , ( t) N 1 = ( t) N and (t ) N 1 = (t ) N , the fact that 8m 2 N card( ) ; P(m; t) = P 1 (m j 1 ; t). The details of this routine induction proof is skipped for brevity. Since the transition t is state-and control-enabled at the marking m 2 1 in M 1 , and since ( t) N = ( t) N 1 , it follows that t is state-enabled at the marking m 2 in M. From the de nition of P it follows that t is also control-enabled at the marking m 2 in M under P. It is important to note that none of the transitions in T 2 appear in the string 1 . Hence all transitions in T 1 are live under the supervisory policy P.
Since P 1 enforces liveness in M 1 and the transition b t is live under its supervision in M 1 , and since ( b t) N 1 = fb pg and ( b t ) N 1 = ;, it follows that the token-load of the directed cut-place b p can be made arbitrarily large by just ring transitions in T 1 alone in M 1 . To see this, we note that every instance of the ring of b t in M 1 can be replaced by a scenario where the b t is not red, and instead the token that would have been consumed by the ring of b t is retained forever in b p. Using the same argument as above, it can be shown that the token load of b p in M can be made arbitrarily large under the supervision of P.
The argument that establishes the liveness of transitions in T 1 under P in M cannot be repeated in toto for the case when t 2 T 2 , this is because 8t 2 T 2 ; ( t) N 2 = ( t) N ? fb pg; (t ) N 2 = (t ) N . In particular, if t 2 (b p ) N , since b p = 2 ( t) N 2 and b p 2 ( t) N , the existence of a ring string in M 2 that is valid under the supervision of P 2 does not directly imply that a corresponding string exists in M under the supervision of P. The existence of the corresponding ring string can be inferred only after guaranteeing b p has su cient tokens for the ring of each member of (b p ) N . Since the token load of b p in M can be made arbitrarily large under the supervision of P by ring only transitions that belong to T 1 , this guarantee can be made. The routine, yet laborious details of an induction argument that establishes this claim is skipped for brevity. Essentially, we conclude that for any t 2 T 2 , 9 2 2 T ; 9m 2 2 N card( ) , such that m 1 ! 2 ! m 2 in M, such that t is control-and state-enabled at m 2 in M under the supervision of P. Hence the result.
We now turn our attention to the case when the underlying PN of a CCPN has a cut-transition. We now show that the supervisory policy P enforces liveness in M. Let We illustrate the utility of theorem 3.1. Consider a CCPN M whose underlying PN is the PN shown in gure 1(a). In the general case, the complexity of synthesizing a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in a CCPN M involves a procedure on the coverability graph of its underlying PN N. However, when the structure of N has either a directed cut-place, or, a cut-transition, the results of this paper show that the synthesis of the supervisory policy for M is equivalent to the synthesis of similar policies for two CCPNs M 1 and M 2 , where N 1 (N 2 ) is the underlying PN of the CCPN M 1 (M 2 ).
By interpreting places and transitions in a PN as vertices in a graph, the connectedness of an arbitrary PN can be tested e ciently (cf. algorithm 1, section 11.4, 2]). Additionally, there are e cient procedures for testing the existence of cut-vertices in an arbitrary graph (cf. algorithm 4, section 11.4, 2]). These procedures can be directly used to investigate the existence of cut-places and cut-transitions in an arbitrary PN. If a cut-place is found, testing if this cut-place is a directed cut-place is also straightforward.
Conclusions
Testing the existence, and, the synthesis of supervisory policies that enforce liveness in connected Petri nets (PNs) 4, 6] is computationally burdensome in general 7] . In this paper we presented a \divide-and-conquer" approach that alleviates this computational burden when the plant PN has either directed cut-places, or, cut-transitions. A place (transition) is said to be a cut-place (cut-transition) if its removal from the PN would result in two separate PNs. A cut-place is said to be a directed cut-place if in the original PN all its input transitions originate from only one of the two components that were created when the cut-place is removed. The computational bene t to this approach was illustrated by two examples.
